MAPLE CABIN

PART TWO of FOUR

Finished size: approximately 83" x 83"
40 Log Cabin and 20 Leaf blocks are 9” finished
Designed and quilted by Linda Hahn, Frog Hollow Designs
Binding by Deb Stanley
Quilt photographed made with Bedfordshire fabrics designed by Jinny Beyer for RJR Fabrics
Nature-Fil Bamboo Rayon Blend batting by Fairfield Processing
This pattern is a gift to you from Linda Hahn and the American Quilter’s Society for personal use
only. Duplication of any kind is not permitted for the purpose of re-sale or profit.

LEAF BLOCK
Make 2 from each of 10 different colors/fabrics
Total 20 leaf blocks
For each leaf block, you will use:
(2) 2½" Cream #2 stem Connector Squares
(1) 3½" Dark Gold #2 for leaf stem
(3) 3½" Squares in leaf color
(2) 4" Squares of Cream #2
(2) 4" Squares in leaf color for HST

Make Stems with Connector Squares
For each stem block: Start with one 3½" Dark Gold #2 square.

Place one 2½" Cream #2 stem Connector Square in one corner, right sides together.
Sew diagonally from one corner of the Connector Square to the opposite corner.

Cut off the outer triangle of the Connector Square, leaving a ¼” seam allowance.

Press the remaining half of the Connector Square toward the corner. Make sure that the
resulting square remains 3½". Then trim the Dark Gold #2 from underneath, leaving ¼" seam
allowance.
Add another 2½" Cream #2 connector square to the opposite corner of the same 3½" Dark Gold
#2 square following this Connector Square procedure. Make 20 of these stem squares.

Half Square Triangles
For one leaf square:

Place one 4" square of Cream #2 and one 4” square of leaf color right sides together. Draw a
diagonal line from corner to corner. Stitch a scant ¼" from each side of the drawn line.
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Cut apart along the drawn line between the stitched lines.

Press open, and trim to 3½" square. Repeat one time to create a total of 4 Half Square Triangle
(HST) units for each leaf. You will make 8 HST from each of the 10 leaf colors plus Cream #2.

Assemble Leaf Blocks
Referring to the image of the block for placement, assemble the leaf blocks using 1 stem
square, 4 HST, (3) 3½" leaf color squares, and (1) 3½" square of Cream #2.
The block will measure 9½".

